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EFT for HH

Prepared by Ramona Gröber
SMEFT:
• No light physics below E < Λ
• Expansion in 1/Λ2 dominant effect from dimension 6 operators
• Respects the SM gauge symmetries and the Higgs field is described by an
SU(2) doublet
non-linear EFT (EWchL):
• Expansion in chiral dimensions
• Higgs field treated as singlet
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EFT for HH
Effective Operators entering di-Higgs production
1
𝒪H = (∂μ(ϕ †ϕ))2
2

shifts all couplings
shifts Higgs self-couplings

𝒪6 = − λ(ϕ †ϕ)3

shifts top Yukawa coupling

𝒪tϕ = yt(ϕ †ϕ)(Q̄ϕ̃t)

also light Yukawa couplings accessible in quark
annihilation to HH [Alasfar, Corral Lopez, Gröber ’19]

a a,μν
𝒪ϕG = gs2(ϕ †ϕ)Gμν
G

effectively couples Higgs to gluons

a
𝒪tG = yt gs(Q̄σ μνT at)ϕ̃Gμν

dipole operator
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Non-linear EFT:
Couplings of one / two Higgs bosons to gluons becomes linear independent
Couplings of one / two Higgs bosons to fermions becomes linear independent
To be probed DIRECTLY in di-Higgs production.
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EFT for HH
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Figure 2. Example diagrams for H, Hj, and HH production. The inserted operators are: (a
Figure 2: Generic diagrams contributing to Higgs pair production in gluon fusion at LO.
(b) O'G (c) OtG . LO contributions from O'G are at the tree level, while those from the othe
operators are induced by a top-quark loop.

The form factors F

and F2 in F1 and F2 defined as

† 3
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F coeﬃcient.
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and

F2 =

c2t F2

a
𝒪tG = yt g2s(Q̄σ μνT at)ϕ̃Gμν

+ ctt F
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c2 ,

(2.9)

Let us briefly discuss the motivations for having NLO SMEFT predictions.

contain the 2full †quarkamass
dependence and can be found in [9]. In the heavy
quark limit the
†
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ϕ)(
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form
F
and
μνGG2 approach
2
• First, the impact of QCD corrections on the central values, which can be conven
2
2
ally estimated
a2K
of 0NLO
central prediction
4 (the
F ! , by F
! factor
and ratio
G2 =
,
(2.10) to LO), is

lusive search in the range 260–1000 GeV for the mass m X of the resonance. The first signal
oad resonance with tan = 2.0 and sin (
↵) = 0.6, while the second class features a narrow
with a fixed width of 4 MeV.

EFT for VBF-HH
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ATLAS study on VBF-HH: coupling of 2 Higgs bosons to 2 vector bosons can
ee-level Feynman diagrams contributing to Higgs boson pair production via VBF. The (a) resonant and
[ATLAS-PHYS-CONF-2019-030]
measured
(non-linear
t productionbe
modes
scaling with
(b) c2 , (c) c2VEFT)
, and (d) cV  are illustrated.
V

Observed Limit: −1.02 < c2V < 2.71
Ongoing activity in HH subgroup:

•

treatment of gluon fusion HH+2 jets, hard matrix elements
2

•

[see: Dolan, Englert, Greiner, Nordstrom, Spannowsky ’15]

prescription of range of Wilson coefficients
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Trilinear self-coupling in HH
So far: Experimental results mostly for varying only λhhh
Is this sufficient?
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exception [CMS: 1603.06896 ]

Trilinear self-coupling in HH
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How to extract λHHH from HH
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Is this sufficient?

dashed lines
excluded by
single Higgs
results

Plot by E. Vryonidou,
HH subgroup meeting at
Les Houches,
June 2019
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So far: Experimental results mostly for varying only λ
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results
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sensitivity
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to 2/3 x SM
Plot by E. Vryonidou,
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Les Houches,
June 2019

The present
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The future

Trilinear
self-coupling
in
HH
How to extract λHHH from HH: EFT
given the single Higgs
results, it seems that for the
moment it is sufficient to
allow for modified Higgs selfcoupling

Best LHC limit on σHH

BUT: sensitivity on HH
increases, only one operator
turned on at the same time,
SMEFT vs. EWchL, …
The
future
The present
More discussions/work
of other Wilson ongoing!
Given the current constraints on σ(HH), σ(H) and Precise knowledge
the ttH measurement, the Higgs self-coupling
can be currently constrained “ignoring” other
couplings
E.Vryonidou

coefficients will be needed to bound λ as
the bound gets closer to SM
Differential distributions will also be
necessary

HH Subgroup meeting
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Effective operators in HH
HL-LHC
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of inclusive Higgs production
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[Azatov, Grojean, Paul, Salvioni ’16]

68% (dashed) exclusion contours in the (cy , cg ) plane
lusive Higgs measurements (blue), tt̄h (purple), o↵-shell
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Higgs self-coupling from single
Higgs
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[Gorbahn, Haisch ’16, Degrassi,
g
g
g
t
t
t
Giardino, Maltoni, Pagani ’16
McCullough ’13, Bizon, Gorbahn,
SM
Alternative strategy for extraction of κλ = λhhh /λhhh
Haisch, Zanderighi ’16, Gorbahn,
SM
Figure 3. Sample of 3 -dependent diagrams in tt̄H production.
Haisch ’19, Maltoni, Pagani,
κλ from electroweak corrections to single
: Higgs
Shivaji, Zhao ’17]
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Global
fit necessary
as several
with different
dependence
of κλproductio
Figure
4. Diagrams
contributing
toprocesses
the C1 coeﬃcient
in thefunctional
gluon-gluon-fusion
Higgs
[Di Vita, Grojean, Panico, Riembeau, Vantalon ’17]
to be
The one
onconsidered.
the right has a multiplicity factor 2.
Dominant effect on single Higgs from other operators entering at LO.

where both W -boson-fusion and Z-boson-fusion contribute. Moreover, each subproce
+ nine additional EFT coefficients to be varied
contributes in proportion
to the parton distribution weights.
In order to evaluate the C1 coeﬃcients of the various processes, we generated the re
12
vant amplitudes using the Mathematica package
FeynArts [43]. For all the cases involvi

Higgs self-coupling from single
49
Higgs
14

dotted:  only / solid: global fit

Double Higgs leading to stronger
constraints

width: S1 and S2 scenarios
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HL-LHC single Higgs, differential
HL-LHC double Higgs, differential

2
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HL-LHC combination

8

But: single Higgs helps to lift
degenerate minima atκλ ≈ 5

6
4

[HH Whitepaper ’19]
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Recent ATLAS analysis: Using ggH, VBF, VH and ttH and 5 decay modes and
partially
differential
information
from STXS categories. Observed limits (exclusive
ngle Higgs
with
only inclusive
measurements
fit):
[ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2019-009]
e) with only ∑∏ (pale colour)
or marginalising
−3.2 < κλ < 11.9
ht: Constraints
differential
single
Higgs
Our activity:from
Ongoing
discussion
with
WG2. Possible recommendations?
eir combination (pink).
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binations to vary cR , cF .

3.1 NLO cross operators
sections and heat maps
Effective
at higher orders
In this section we will provide results for the coefficients defined
in Eqs.
(7) and
(8),
i.e. forScyboz
the expression
[Buchalla,
Capozi,
Celis,
Heinrich,
’18]
NLO

/

NLO
SM

= A1 c4t + A2 c2tt + A3 c2t c2hhh + A4 c2ggh c2hhh + A5 c2gghh + A6 ctt c2t + A7 c3t chhh
+ A8 ctt ct chhh + A9 ctt cggh chhh + A10 ctt cgghh + A11 c2t cggh chhh + A12 c2t cgghh
+ A13 ct c2hhh cggh + A14 ct chhh cgghh + A15 cggh chhh cgghh
+ A16 c3t cggh + A17 ct ctt cggh + A18 ct c2ggh chhh + A19 ct cggh cgghh
+ A20 c2t c2ggh + A21 ctt c2ggh + A22 c3ggh chhh + A23 c2ggh cgghh .
(9)

We evaluated the coefficients in two di↵erent ways: determinaAi coefficients
to give cross
section
for arbitrary
tion
via projectionsallow
and performing
a fit, finding
agreement
of the
results
within
their uncertainties. The results of the projection
Wilson
coefficients
method, including uncertainties, are summarised in Table 1.
In the following we show heat maps for the ratio / SM , based
available
on
the resultsalso
for Adifferentially
1 , . . . , A23 . For the fixed parameters the SM
LO
NLO
values are used. Further we use SM
= 19.85 fb, SM
= 32.95 fb.
The couplings are varied in a range which seems reasonable
when taking into account the current constraints on the Higgs
coupling measurements [93, 1, 94], as well as recent limits on the
di-Higgs production cross section [95, 96, 97, 98].
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appear at NLO for
first time

based on: [Borowka, Greiner, Heinrich, Jones, Kerner, Schlenk, (Schubert), Zirke ’16 (’16)]
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Effective operators at higher orders
[Buchalla, Capozi, Celis, Heinrich, Scyboz ’18]

while in HEFT K-factors only have small dependence on coupling,
[RG, Mühlleitner, Spira, Streicher ’15, de Florian, Fabre, Mazzitelli ‘17]

dependence is more pronounced in calculation with full top mass dependence
15

Effective operators at higher orders
In POWHEG available:

[Heinrich, Jones, Kerner, Luisoni, Scyboz ’19]

Variation Higgs self-coupling (+ description on how to vary top Yukawa
coupling)

Twiki page updated with NLO cross section values (full top mass dependence)
SM
=
λ
/λ
for 10 values
NNLO+FTapprox
/ NLOof
at κλκ
=1,
and
use
the
scaling
λ
hhh hhh factor for all κλ values.
When computing NNLO+FTapprox values of the cross-sections at non-SM values of κλ, the current recipe is to use the ratio

[TWIKI HH cross-group]

κλ
σNLO
[fb]
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1468.13

524.65

116.71

62.51

27.84

12.42

11.65

16.28

81.74

582.26

Scale
+18.4%
+18.0%
+16.4%
+15.8%
+11.6%
+13.1%
+13.9%
+16.2%
+20.0%
+19.5%
-14.7%
-14.3%
-13.7%
-12.9%
-12.0%
-12.7%
-15.3%
-15.6%
-15.4%
unc. -14.9%

OLD recommendations for gluon fusion (from YR4)

Current recommendation to obtain non-SM cross section at @ NNLO+FTapprox
Sub-leading channels
HHjj (VBF)

NNLO + FTapprox(κλ = 1)
NNLO + FTapprox(κλ) =
NLO(κλ)
NLO(κλ = 1)

The
below shows the cross-sections
(in fb)Heinrich,
for vector boson
fusion
(VBF) production
HHjj at N3LO
QCD with
the
fortable
NNLO+FTapprox,
see [Grazzini,
Jones,
Kerner,
Kallweit,ofKerner,
Lindert,
Mazzitelli
renormalization and factorization scales set to the individual virtualities of the t-channel vector bosons. The first uncertainty is
the scale uncertainty and the second is the PDF + αs uncertainty based
16 on the PDF4LHC15nnlomc set.

’18]

Resonant Higgs Pair Production
in Specific Models
Prepared by MMM
- Many models on the market: - Weakly interacting - Strongly interactng models
Strongly interacting models: Benchmark model Composite Higgs Model
Weakly interaction models: non-SUSY and SUSY extensions
Basic difference:
in SUSY models trilinear couplings given in terms of gauge couplings
non-SUSY models: trilinear couplings can be arbitrarily large
(modulo perturbative unitarity)
- What final states are possible in resonant Higgs pair production?
H_SM H_SM, SS, H_SM S, HH, H H_SM, HS, …
depends on complexity of, but also on constraints on the Higgs sector
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Model
RxSM
SM+real singlet
CxSM
SM+complex singlet

Possible Higgs pair final
Higgs Spectrum
states from resonant
production
`dark phase’: H_SM, DM
DM DM
`broken phase´: H_SM, S
H_SM H_SM, SS
`dark phase´: H_SM,S,DM H_SM H_SM, SS, DM DM
`broken phase´: H_SM,H1, H_SM H_SM, H1 H1, H2H2,
H2
H1 H2, H_SM H1

2HDM
CP-conserving: H_SM,H,A
H_SM H_SM, HH
2 Higgs doublets
MSSM
H_SM H_SM
CP-conserving: H_SM,H,A
2 Higgs doublets, SUSY!
no HH (due to constraints)
C2HDM
CP-violating: H_SM,H1, H_SM H_SM, H1 H1, H2 H2
3 Higgses mix
H2
H1 H2, H_SM H1
N2HDM
H_SM H_SM, H1 H1, H2 H2
H_SM,H1,H2,A
2 doublets, 1 real singlet
H_SM H1, H1 H2
NMSSM SUSY!
2 doublets +
1complex singlet

H_SM,H1,H2,A1,A2
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H_SM H_SM, H1 H1,
H_SM H1, H_SM A1
A1 H1 (no H1 H2, A1 H2
due to conststraints)

Talks at this Workshop

Basler,Ellwanger,MM
maximumm possible
Cxn in NMSSM

D. Fontes, C2HDM

C. Englert, Interplay of interference effects

N.Shah,
2HDM+S

MM, Singlet extensions, NMSSM
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Remarks!

And more models that are more complex

Actual possible final states depend on
how constrained model is from experimental and theoretical constraints
this determines which mass hierarchies are possible
in particular SUSY models (MSSM) are already very constrained
Actual possible final states depend on
constraints from present di-Higgs searches
[Dawson,Englert,Basler,MMM]
(models with large H_SM H_SM production cross sections may be excluded)
constraints on heavy Higgs decays from tt final state searches
Signal-background, signal-signal interference effects in tt and hh final states
can be complementary [Dawson,Englert,Basler,MMM]
The more parameters in a model and/or the less the symmetries for a model:
the less its parameter space is constrained
Interesting feature of multi-Higgs models:
- cascade Higgs-to-Higgs decays
- exotic multi-fermion, multi-boson final st.
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[King,MMM,Nevzorov,Walz]

Thank you for your attention!
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Allowed Mass Hierarchies
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